
Name:                                                                                            Date: 

Consider your physical and mental attributes, on average, over your lifetime (not you current 
condition). 
For each of the questions below, assign a number of 0 - 5 where”0” = NOT like me at all, and “5” = very 
much  like me. Some statements may be only partially true which means you would rate it somewhere in 
the middle of the scale, perhaps a “3 or “4”.  Remember you are answering over your lifetime so if you’ve 
only just started getting thin hair recently but historically have always had thick hair for example, you would 
rate this question as “0” or “1”.

Characteristics Rating
VATA
My hair is thin and/or tangles easily. 

My skin is thin, dry and coolish. 

My hair is naturally dark and/or course and/or kinky/frizzy.

My eyes are smallish and a somewhat sunken.

My teeth are irregular with thin gums. I am prone to cavities.

My veins are prominent, especially on my hands.* See images at bottom of page for examples.

My belly is flat or sunken.  * See images at bottom of page for examples.

I am either very tall or very short with light frame. It is hard for me to gain weight or bulk. *See images

My nails are brittle or flakey and break easily.

I don’t usually sweat a lot.

I prefer warm climates and/or am bothered by cold and wind.

My sleep is light. I wake easily and/or have trouble getting and/or staying asleep.

My hands and feet are often cold.

My bowel movements are irregular and dry. I’m prone to constipation. 

I am always moving, doing something or fidgeting. I find it hard to sit still but get fatigued quite easily.

I walk quickly, like I’m in a hurry. I often feel rushed.

My appetite is irregular. I tend to eat small amounts often or sometimes miss meals.  

My digestion is sometimes good sometimes not. I tend to get gas and/or bloating.

I am chatty and tend to speak quickly.

I am lively and enthusiastic by nature.

When I’m stressed I become anxious and/or second guess myself and/or become very worried.

I’m best described as nervous and/or fidgety and/or intuitive.

I am very creative and/or imaginative.

I learn things quickly but also forget things quickly.

I tend to make spontaneous decisions and/or am indecisive and want to do everything at once.

I enjoy spontaneity versus planning ahead. I like change and get bored easily when things stay the 
same.
I am good at getting things started but sometimes get distracted before the job is done.  
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PITTA
My skin is naturally rosy and/or fair and/or reddish. I have quite a few freckles and/or moles. 

My hair tends to get oily easily (within 1-3 days of washing)

My hair is fine and/or soft and/or fair and/or reddish.

My eyes are medium sized and penetrating, and/or bright and/or piercing.

My teeth are medium sized, white with sensitive gums which tend to bleed easily (for example when 
flossing).
My veins are moderately visible.  .* See images at bottom of page for examples.

My belly is moderate, not sunken, not pot bellied.  * See images at bottom of page for examples.
I have a medium frame and average height with moderate muscle development.

My nails are sharp, pink and bend easily.

I tend to sweat easily especially in hot weather.

I get irritable in hot weather. I prefer cooler days. 

I generally sleep soundly and usually get between 5-8 hrs/night. 

I usually have warm hands and feet.

My bowel movements are generally regular, soft and easy. I’d be more likely to have diarrhea than 
constipation.
I like activities that have purpose and/or are competitive.

I walk with determination and purpose.

I have a strong appetite and get cranky if I miss a meal.

My digestion is generally good but I am sometimes prone to heartburn.

When I speak I am usually straight to the point and precise.

I am purposeful and/or intense in temperment.

When I’m stressed I become irritable and/or impatient and/or aggressive.

I am best described as ambitious and practical.

I like organization and am generally efficient.

I have a good memory.

I am analytical and can make decisions fairly quickly.

I am inventive and find ways to work around problems. I pay attention to technique. 

I am organized and can focus on a project from start to finish. I like getting the job done.
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KAPHA
My skin is thick and tends to be moist. 
My hair is naturally thick and/or darker and/or wavy.

My hair has a natural luster or shine.

My eyes are larger, steady and calm. * See images at bottom of page for examples.

My teeth are large and strong with strong gums.
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My veins are fairly hard to see. .* See images at bottom of page for examples.

My belly is round and sticks out. 

I am stocky and either tall or short with a heavier frame. * See images at bottom of page for examples.

My nails are thick, smooth and naturally polished looking.

I don’t sweat excessively but am usually moist all over.

I have a slow and steady walk.

I’m not too bothered by changes in weather but prefer warmth over cool & damp.

I sleep well but don’t like early mornings. I prefer 8-10 hours in bed and like to sleep past 9 or10 am.

My hands and feet are sometimes cool and clammy.

My bowel movements are regular to slow and sluggish (but not dry and hard)

I have a preference for leisurely activities or time with family over competitive or very active sports

My appetite is moderate. I don’t usually like to eat first thing in the morning.

My digestion slow. Food sits heavy in my belly.

I speak more slowly and my voice tends to be soft and smooth as opposed to loud or fast or raspy

I am generally easy going and go along with what others like to do as opposed to wanting to make the 
decisions first.
When I’m stressed I become withdrawn or reclusive rather than taking action to change things.

I am best described grounded and steady emotionally.  

I enjoy the arts and appreciate great ideas but wouldn’t say I’m the creative type.

It takes me awhile to learn but my long term memory is very good.

I make well thought out decisions.

I like routine and consistency but have a tendency towards being late getting to things.

I need help getting things started but am good at seeing them through. 

                                                                                                                     TOTAL SCORE

Sample images to help you answer questions

Hands
Vata hand                                 Pitta hand                               Kapha hand
veins very visible                      veins moderately visible          veins not easily visible 
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Eyes

Vata     Pitta                 Kapha 
smallish & more sunken          medium size & piercing   large and liquid

Body frame (notice the knees)

Vata    Pitta    Kapha
very thin, bones                      medium build                            larger frame
prominent              bones moderately visible        bones more padded
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